**HO 50’ FGE Youngstown Plug**

**Orders Due:** 11.22.19

**ETA:** October 2020

**All Road Names**

**Chicago & North Western**

- ATH76112: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, CNW #525
- ATH76113: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, CNW #536
- ATH76114: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, CNW #544
- ATH76115: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, CNW (3)

**Providence & Worcester**

- ATH76120: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, PW #1409
- ATH76121: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, PW #1412
- ATH76122: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, PW #1420
- ATH76123: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, PW #1 (3)

**Penn Central**

- ATH76128: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, PC FGE #363921
- ATH76129: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, PC FGE #363955
- ATH76130: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, PC FGE #363962
- ATH76131: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, PC FGE (3)

**Fruit Growers Express**

- ATH76136: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, FGER Solid Gold #191385
- ATH76137: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, FGER Solid Gold #191406
- ATH76138: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, FGER Solid Gold #191456
- ATH76139: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, FGER Solid Gold (3)

**Evans Railcar Leasing Company**

- ATH76124: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, USEX Canfor #2056
- ATH76125: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, USEX Canfor #2061
- ATH76126: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, USEX Canfor #2077
- ATH76127: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, USEX Canfor #1 (3)

**Western Pacific**

- ATH76132: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, WP Feather #56008
- ATH76133: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, WP Feather #56025
- ATH76134: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, WP Feather #56049
- ATH76135: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, WP Feather #1 (3)

**Northern Pacific**

- ATH76140: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, NP #98466
- ATH76141: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, NP #98475
- ATH76142: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, NP #98499
- ATH76143: HO RTR 50’ Youngstown PD Box, NP (3)

**Manufacturers Railway**

**Perfect for NMRA 2020 St. Louis MO**

**MODEL FEATURES:**
- Separately applied side and end ladders and brake wheel
- Painted and printed for realistic decoration
- Weighted for trouble free operation
- Newly-tooled 70T Roller Bearing trucks
- 33” machined metal wheels with RP25 contours operate on all popular brands of track
- Body mounted McHenry operating scale knuckle couplers
- Minimum radius: 18”

**$33.98 Individual SRP $95.98 3-Pack SRP**

* Union Pacific Licensed Product

Visit Your Local Retailer | Visit www.athearn.com | Call 1.800.338.4639

**PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:**
Fruit Growers Express not only owned a large fleet of insulated boxcars but also built many 50’ boxcars and other equipment as well. FGE was owned by a group of ten railroads, with Atlantic Coast Line and Southern being two of the largest original owners. Many of FGE cars were built at its Jacksonville Shops, including these 50’ smooth-side insulated boxcars.